Development of simple high-precision two-dimensional dose-distribution measurement method for proton beam therapy using imaging plate and EBT3.
Although there are several two-dimensional (2D) dose-distribution measurement methods using proton beam therapy, they all have drawbacks; hence, there is no standard method established worldwide. The purpose of this study was to develop a simple, high-precision 2D distribution measurement method for proton beam therapy that uses an imaging plate and EBT3. First, we expanded the maximum readable dose (saturation dose) in the imaging plate. The method involves (i) the control of the fading phenomenon by an annealing process and (ii) the control of the photostimulated luminescence (PSL) phenomenon using a longpass filter (LPF). In method (i), upon heating at 80 °C, the PSL became 0.485 times the room temperature, and in method (ii), we attenuated the PSL by a factor of 0.245 using an LPF. Thus, by combining methods (i) and (ii), we expanded the saturation dose to 2 Gy. Thus, it was possible to measure the imaging plate and EBT3 in the same dose range. We simultaneously measured the percent depth dose using imaging plate and EBT3. We defined a correction factor to match the measured values-which had a reduced sensitivity because of the linear energy transfer (LET) dependence of the imaging plate and EBT3-with reference data and developed a correction factor function. Subsequently, by defining the relative LET dependence of imaging plate and EBT3 as the relative sensitivity and converting the relationship imaging plate between the relative sensitivity and correction factor into a function, we obtained a sensitivity-correction function. By employing this function, measurements with the same accuracy as the reference data were performed using the imaging plate and EBT3.